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WHAT REMAINS FROM WHAT HAPPENED  

 

Participants answered an evaluation questionnaire. Most questions were able to be answered on the Likert scale 
where 5 represents high satisfaction and 1 low satisfaction. Here are the results. 

1. To the question: How satisfied are you with the Conference?  103 partici-
pants responded. 62 gave a rating of 5 (highest  satisfaction) 33 with 4 and 7 
participants with 3. There were no answers with 2 and 1. 

2. To the question How satisfied are you with the organization of the Confer-
ence? 103 participants answered. 71  with the highest grade of 5. 21 with 
grade 4 and 4 participants with grade 3. 5 participants with 2 and one partici-
pant with 1.  

3. To the question How satisfied are you with program of the Conference? 103 
participants responded. 64  rated their satisfaction with the highest grade 5. 
27 with 4 ,8 participants with 3, 4 participants with 2. 

4. To the question How satisfied are you with the moderator of the Confer-
ence?  103 participants answered. 72 gave their  satisfaction the highest 
grade, 5. 19 graded with a 4 and 7 participants with 3, 2 participants with 2. 

5. To the question How satisfied are you with the technical support of the 
Conference? 101 participants responded. 61  graded their satisfaction with 
the highest grade of 5. 29 with 4 and 7 participants with 3. 2 participants with 
2 and one participant with 1.  

6. To the question How satisfied are you with the online version of the Confer-
ence?  102 participants responded. 58 with the highest grade 5. 30 with 4 , 9 
participants with 3, 5 participants with 2. 

7.  7. To the question  What worked and what didn’t? there were 76 responses. Here are some of the answers: 

everything was great / Everything was very good / Everything worked / I like it very much / Maybe the language 
made it a little difficult, but everything else was great / It was a great experience, thanks to organizers and pre-
senters for their huge work! The only bit of difficulty was looking through the messages to find the links, bc it 
blended with other messages over there. Maybe it'd be easier if all of the links might be collected in some kind of 
Google Doc and sent as a single link. (Not sure if that might work very well, but maybe it’s out of this idea that 
might be applied for the corresponding tasks) / Skills in the zoom can be better / 

Sending links at the last moment and especially not sending them, was very disappointing. Understanding that 
there were limitations for the number of the participants the night before the conference itself was really bad. I 
didn't like some presenters, I did enjoy others. Digital format is not for everyone and it would be valuable if you 
had them supported as some are people we can learn a lot from (Wilma for example, her workshop didn't work 
that well, but I loved the things she shared with us). Others were doing something which I wouldn't really call 
psychodrama and I wouldn't have them in the program, but I guess it's my preferences (Daniela Simmons). I wish I 
had more time to research and think about the program in advance, deciding the last minute what to attend didn't 
bring a great result. Also, the information wasn't easy to find on the website/ 
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The conference was brilliant, in my first year of training, so it was so useful. Great way to connect with people in 
the profession all over the world. / Everything was OK / The distribution and registration to the groups were not 
suitable, it was nice to be together and the conference was free. We had difficulty understanding the program and 
flow in general. The groups could be a little smaller, with more psychodramatists invited by FEPTO. / 

Thank you for this organization! / Next Time, The organizers have to indicate the exact Time for each country, be-
cause we have different Time. / THE LARGE NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS MAKES IT DIFFICULT,TO HAVE THE WHOLE 
PICTURE OF THEM / All ok / I enjoyed the opportunity to participate without travelling, I missed the atmosphere of 
being together / the fact that it was a working day and I could not attend the whole program (did not work) / par-
ticipants unable to join workshops, speakers that did not speak English / Sometimes it wasn't so easy to concen-
trate on while someone was talking accidentally because of unmuting oneself, or popping up of chat window. 
Breakout rooms worked for warming up in small groups / everything's fine / 

 Everybody did the best to make this online version of psychodrama conference as complete as it could be and it 
was successful. My personal issue was the time frame of the workshops, I felt some of them could be longer. / 
breaks between sessions too short / I can t follow the workshop when the number of participants is over 25. / I 
have difficulties to get in and I lose one program for the link did not work / Everything worked well, good 
communication. Thank you for your work, dear organisers, especially Margarita and Mimi! / The real experience 
was missing but it worked quite well. / Did not receive the zoom link to the ws I assigned to. / It was a real good 
chance for students to be able to participate without travel cost and without paying a fee. Programme and 
technique was very good. Unfortunately the programme I got was not correct and I did not get the link for the 
workshop I had registered for. / everything worked well, only there was too short time for breaks, the sessions 
were too short and prolonged, and in fact -often without breaks...  

Having the conference in an online forum worked surprisingly well and I felt connected to others. Some lectures 
were more meaningful than others but I enjoyed the majority very much. / worked: connecting internationally. It 
was a great opportunity, handy did not work: CET timing could have been explained better / the conferences were 
nice but the communication and mailing was poor / Everything is okay… 

 Technical-technological applications were used expertly. Experts were knowledgeable, understanding, patient and 
sharing in both workgroups I participated in. Unfortunately, my English speaking and listening skills are insufficient 
for such a comprehensive study group. This is the only thing that doesn't work :))) You gave me reason and 
motivation to improve my English knowledge. Thank you very sincerely  / I have applied for one workshop and 
didnt get the link for it, and also for one session, I was redirected to the wrong session with the wrong link. Beside 
that, everything was great. / Connectivity worked despite the obstacles, but the technicalities disturbed the 
spontaneity. / it went pretty well, some workshop links got mixed up but only 1 for me. well done everything else 
was very well organised ! / Such good organization , thank you  

And thank you for making it free, that was very generous. / I liked all the lectures and the 
workshops. Good quality, good encounter. / Maybe more variety of contents and the time 
if it can be later so that we don’t miss work for the morning / Workshops were a bit short 
and no time for breaks: you did a great job with organizing. Maybe you could simplify this 
for yourself if you give the trainers the emails of the participants and have the trainers 
email the invitation link. This would save you some trouble. / I liked it very much / The 
conference was brilliant, in my first year of training so it was so useful. Great way to 
connect with people in the profession all over the world… 

 The groups could be a little smaller, with more psychodramatists invited by FEPTO. / The workshops worked really 
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fine, even though online. The workshops and some lectures weren't linked to the main title of the conference. / I 
miss contact face to face. / Encounters were amazing! Lecture was little boring. / everything worked well / Almost 
everything worked well. I didn’t get to one of the workshops I wanted but that's ok. Some sound issues/feedback/
delays when very large group was together. / I would’ve liked to be more experiential. The subjects/themes were 
very good. / From my point, everything worked fairly well… 

8. To the question What content would you like to be covered next year? There were 68 responses. Here are 
the answers: 

Content the same. Topic - "Communication in the Psychodrama Community" / We need to talk about what’s not 
working in on-line setting, lessons learned / the warm up online, the role-play of the protagonist online / Perhaps 
more topics about losses given the pandemic / Children psychodrama, sociodrama, clinical psychodrama (its 
applications in working with mood disorders, personality disorders) / Workshops with real clients and group / 
maybe longer time in small groups... work together.... What content would you like to be covered next year?68 
responses / Content the same. Topic - "Communication in the Psychodrama Community" / We need to talk about 
what’s not working in on-line setting, lessons learned  / the warm up online, the role-play of the protagonist 
online / Perhaps more topics about losses given the pandemic / Children psychodrama, sociodrama, clinical 
psychodrama (its applications in working with mood disorders, personality disorders) / Workshops with real clients 
and group / maybe longer time in small groups... work together.... / Psychodrama in organizations, Surrealistic 
Psychodrama, integration process and different ways of doing it. / Monodrama / New techniques and paradigma / 
Going on with work on line . There coud be the possibility to work , participate and offering workshop and Lecture 
on line or in presence (or better both) - Ibryd, as there will be the IAGP Conference next year. An interesting Topic 
it could be "Psychodrama and expressive therapies in the work on line and in presence" or something similar / I 
am interested in continuing with confronting online group working experiences and hybrid solutions as well / 
Teens between 13 - 20 years old / more workshops / conceptualization issues in psychodrama/ monodrama and 
the therapist's spontaneity/monodrama - ideas, techniques / Psychodrama: a positive therapeutic method for the 
development and expantion of the self / More scientific documentation / I would love next year to cover trauma 
sensitive psychodrama therapy, work with shame, power dynamics in the therapeutic relationship, no words or 
pantomime drama therapy :) / psychodrama for children / I don’t know yet! / Playing / Health issues, psychodrama 
with specific groups / Mourning and death / Online Monodrama / THE CONCEQUENCES OF THE PANDEMIA. THE 
DAY AFTER PANDEMIA / Sexuality / Different orientations in psychodrama / themes for those who just started 
their education on psychodrama (introductory parts) / More pedagogical spirit in presenting the various devices / 
Social issues facing teens and young adults today / The surplus reality / We need to work on peace and how Fepto 
can be an organization that builds peaceful context and ways to create dialogues. / developments of PD and of 
using PD / Maybe more specific areas workshops will be done for example; working with couples, anxiety patients 
etc. / Psychodrama and other approaches / Transition from online to face to meeting. Sociodrama / all topics are 
welcome / The content was OK, what was missing was social gathering, which also is possible online / New 
experience, new challanges, new techniques. / Work with the adolescents / Psychodrama with patients in weekly 

groups; / our goals for the new decade coming / Online groups, / online techniques, 
practical workshops / birth psychodrama / Maybe technical support and sending email 
style can change. / I would very much like to address issues such as the effect of 
psychodrama and group therapies in difficult areas of psychiatric treatment and 
psychosocial rehabilitation. For example, it would be great to get support from the expert 
about what can be done thanks to the psychodrama approach in diseases such as eating 
disorders. I would like to benefit from the perspective of our specilalists about reaching 
special groups and patients receiving psychiatric treatment and psychosocial 
rehabilitation through psychodrama. / A work for the A work on the pedagogy of the 
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teaching of the PD / Life after pandemic, Trauma, Loss, Hope, Comunnity / Something about restoring the hope. / 
psychodrama on trans people and or eating disorders is a good idea / sociodrama / Body again. Trauma. Couples 
therapy / Anxiety, trauma something like that / The body in psychodrama, as you intended. / Not entirely sure as I 
am still new to the field but would definitely take part in the next one / Psychodrama on line and expressive 
therapies. I 'd like it's both in presence and on line / It might be nice to see more different psychodrama experts in 
different parts of Europe. / Techniques and methods of psychodrama: theory and practice. / One to one 
Psychodrama Psychotherapy / The power of TELE . Is it happening in our lives ? / projects and research in 
psychodrama / connections on different levels! / The integration of technology into the method eg changing the 
name on your screen to that of the role you were playing. / also psycodrama with children and surplus reality/fairy 
tales like this year / Monodrama 

9. To the question What was the best part of the conference for you? There were 86 responses. Here are 
some of them: 

Thank you for providing such a great event for free. I have increased my belief that psychodrama can be applied 
online. The program and presentations were motivating and inspiring. I think the organization is very successful in 
terms of informative communication with technical support.  

The lectures / the workshops / Plenary report and discussion / Sociometry; psychodrama whit children's /
Everything was great I like the warming up parts ... nice to experience the methods. / Meeting people and sharing, 
having real connections. / The debating about the online Psychodrama, The whole conference ....well balanced in 
different perspectives / I felt helped to make and deposit and share sense of my one year long online working. 
Thank you! / To meet everybody and listen how they worked / mini-discussions in breakout rooms - to meet new 
persons :) and to meet known persons :)  Nikos’ presentation / The workshops / 

 For me the best part was just being part of a psychodrama community breathing in the life force the creativity the 
openness that is at the core of psychodrama and just moves me / psychodrama for children / Very satisfactory 
presentations! /  

The program was so satisfying, there were a lot of options. Also it was not so crowded which is good for an online 
meeting. In addition really masters/ specialists in this field participated, so it was fulfilling experience for me. / 
great workshops / I liked the workshop conducted by Mr Zoli the most / For me the best part was the Workshop 
with Daniela Simmons. / THE WORKSHOPS AND THE EXERCISES, THE SHARING IN BREAK OUT ROOMS / All / Mark 
de Jonge workshop / the multiculturalism!!! / workshops and breakout rooms encounters / workshops / The 
workshop of Mark de Jonge: using positive psychology. / being together again, inspite of the pandemics / child 
psychodrama / I liked it all, Nikos’ speech, workshops sociometry and PD online (I co-conducted) and the 
workshops of Kerstin and Daniela. / The first lecture from Mr Takis / How to use zoom in an good way! That could 
have been even more of that. / the time together / Experiencing relations at online / The opening lecture. /  

Learning and connecting with each other through psychodrama / The connection between 
us / The exercise / See all of you! Reconnect. / children's psychodrama / Hearing people's 
experiences in their work and making connections with others in the profession / All the 
conference it was wonderful as contents and for the organization / It was nice to have a 
wide participation. / Talking in small groups. / Everything was inspiring. / sharing and con-
nection with all the people from different places / workshop and meet new people / Psy-
chodrama with Children / Smaller breakout groups / I couldn’t say / Communication/ 
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